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The Effects of Disgust on Moral Judgments:
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Abstract

There is evidence that inducing feelings of disgust increases the severity of moral judgments, but the size of this association has
been questioned by a recent meta-analysis. Based on prior research and theory, we tested whether the effects of disgust on moral
judgments might be moderated by sensitivity to bodily states (Studies 1 and 2) and the accessibility of mood (Study 2) in two large
samples (total N¼ 1,412). We did not find that disgust directly increased the severity of moral judgments nor did we find evidence
that these moderators influenced the effect of disgust. Thus, the current studies do not support large effects for induced disgust
and for two presumed moderators of these effects.
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In contrast to rational theories of moral reasoning (Kohlberg,

1969; Turiel, 1983), the social intuitionist model (Haidt,

2001) proposes that ‘‘moral intuitions (including moral emo-

tions) come first and directly cause moral judgments’’

(p. 814). According to this model, the emotion of disgust is

thought to cue a judgment of immorality; if an action produces

disgust, it is judged as morally wrong. However, research has

provided mixed support for an association between disgust and

moral judgments (for a review, see Chapman & Anderson,

2013), and a recent meta-analysis (Landy & Goodwin,

2015a) suggests that the size of the induced disgust effect is

0.11 using Cohen’s d (95% CI ¼ [.04, .19]). The existence of

moderators may explain the previously mixed findings and this

small (at best) overall effect size. Accordingly, we tested the

overall effect of induced disgust on moral judgments and eval-

uated two potential moderators: sensitivity to internal bodily

cues and the accessibility of mood.

Why and When Might Disgust Influence
Moral Judgments?

Disgust is thought to have evolved to promote the avoidance of

disease-causing stimuli such as rotten or poisonous food (Cur-

tis, Aunger, & Rabie, 2004; Curtis & Biran, 2001; Oaten, Ste-

venson, & Case, 2009) and may have been co-opted to

communicate reactions to immoral behaviors (Tybur, Lieber-

man, Kurzban, & DeScioli, 2013). Accordingly, because

disgust may serve as a cue that an action is wrong, induced

disgust might influence and guide moral judgments.

Several studies have demonstrated that induced disgust is

related to harsher moral judgments. Participants made more

severe moral judgments after a posthypnotic suggestion to feel

disgust (Wheatley & Haidt, 2005), watching a disgusting film

clip (Horberg, Oveis, Keltner, & Cohen, 2009), or drinking a

disgusting beverage (Eskine, Kacinik, & Prinz, 2011). How-

ever, not all work has consistently found such effects; in several

experiments, disgust did not influence moral judgments when

primed through images (Cameron, Payne, & Doris, 2013),

videos (Ugazio, Lamm, & Singer, 2012, exp. 1b), or scents

(Ugazio et al., 2012, exp. 1a).

Given inconsistencies in the induced disgust literature,

Landy and Goodwin (2015a) conducted a meta-analysis and

found a small overall effect (d ¼ 0.11) where induced disgust

was associated with harsher moral judgments. There were also

suggestions of publication bias in the literature, and when they

used the trim-and-fill method, ‘‘the effect disappears entirely’’

(Landy & Goodwin, 2015a, p. 530; d ¼ �0.01). Critiquing this

conclusion, Schnall, Haidt, Clore, and Jordan (2015) argued
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that it was important to take moderators into account, given sig-

nificant heterogeneity among effect sizes.

One plausible moderator is that trait sensitivity to internal

states might make some people more susceptible to disgust

than others. Schnall, Haidt, Clore, and Jordan (2008; hereafter

SHCJ) predicted that the impact of disgust would be accentu-

ated for individuals with relatively high scores on the Private

Body Consciousness Scale (PBC; Miller, Murphy, & Buss,

1981). In two out of three experiments, SHCJ found significant

evidence at p < .05 that disgust increased the severity of moral

judgments only for participants high in PBC.

Another potential moderator of the effects of disgust on

moral judgments is state mood accessibility. Schnall et al.

(2015) argued that ‘‘in misguided attempts to increase rigor,

investigators sometimes include premeasures of mood or other-

wise call attention to participants’ feelings before collecting the

dependent measures’’ (p. 538). The concern is that if partici-

pants focus on their mood in an experiment, they might attri-

bute their reactions to moral stimuli to induced disgust rather

than to the moral violations themselves. This process would

eliminate the effect of disgust on moral judgment. This pro-

posal is consistent with the affect as information model

(Schwarz & Clore, 1983), which proposes that people rely on

their current mood states to guide judgments unless the causes

of their mood are made accessible.

Indeed, some studies with pretest measures of mood have

failed to find the predicted effect of disgust (e.g., Ong,

Mullette-Gillman, Kwok, & Lim, 2014). However, other stud-

ies have found predicted effects despite including pretest mea-

sures of mood (e.g., SHCJ). Although no study has directly

manipulated the presence of pretest mood items, Landy and

Goodwin (2015b) reported that across several studies moral

judgment was only influenced by disgust when pretest mood

items were absent.

Overview of Studies

The goal of our first study was to directly replicate Experiment

3 from SHCJ. We chose this experiment because it was the only

one in which both the disgust manipulation check was success-

ful and the predicted interaction with PBC was statistically

significant at p < .05. In the third experiment from SHCJ, par-

ticipants completed a pretest mood rating and then recalled a

disgusting experience (or not) before making moral judgments

about six scenarios. Afterward, participants completed the PBC

measure and a posttest mood rating (a manipulation check).

Induced disgust did not directly affect the severity of moral rat-

ings, but it interacted with PBC, F(1, 61) ¼ 4.49, p < .04. Par-

ticipants high in PBC who wrote about disgusting events rated

moral scenarios marginally more harshly (p < .08) than control

participants; a difference between conditions was not statis-

tically significant for participants low in PBC.

Our initial study did not find evidence consistent with the

original SHCJ report. In response to feedback from the original

authors, we conducted a preregistered experiment (Study 2)

where we manipulated whether pretest mood items were

present. This allowed us to test whether pretest mood items

might moderate the effects of induced disgust on moral judg-

ment and further replicate the PBC moderator analyses.

Method

Study 1: Replication

Participants

Undergraduates from Michigan (n ¼ 518) completed the study

for course credit during the spring 2014 semester. We initially

planned to collect a sample at least 2.5 times larger than the

original sample size of 69 (i.e., 173 participants; Simonsohn,

2015), but continued data collection until the end of the seme-

ster to maximize power. This decision was based on a need for

larger samples when testing interactions between individual

differences and experimental conditions (Simonsohn, 2014).

Participants were randomly assigned to either recall and

describe a disgusting event (disgust condition; n ¼ 262) or a

neutral event (control condition; n ¼ 256). Three authors read

each response and independently judged whether the event was

irrelevant to disgust, for example, ‘‘I don’t really have one, big,

memorable moment that made me feel disgusted,’’ or dealt pri-

marily with moral disgust, for example, ‘‘seeing someone get

picked on by a whole group of people makes me feel dis-

gusted.’’ Disagreements were solved via discussion. Following

exclusion rules from SHCJ, participants in the disgust condi-

tion were removed if they did not write about a physically dis-

gusting event (n ¼ 40).1 This resulted in a final sample size of

478. Results and interpretations are unchanged if excluded par-

ticipants are included in the analyses. Of those in the final sam-

ple, 70.7% were women, mean age was 19.5 (SD ¼ 1.60), and

73.7% identified as White. Assuming an effect size of Zp
2 ¼

.07 (SHCJ, p. 1103), the current study achieved 99.99% power

with 478 participants.

Procedure

The procedure mimicked Experiment 3 in SHCJ. Research

assistants were blind to condition. Participants completed all

surveys on computers in separate rooms. As a cover story, par-

ticipants were told they were helping to develop a life events

inventory, and thus would be writing about a particular life

event. Before filling out the inventory, participants answered

a series of questions about their current mood, including a

single-item disgust measure to provide baseline disgust

information. They were told that the mood items were

included so researchers would know their mood as they

completed the inventory. Participants in the disgust condi-

tion were then asked to vividly describe a disgusting event

that made them feel physically ill. Participants in the control

condition were asked to recall the events of the previous

day in clear detail. Participants were given up to 6 min to

complete the writing task.

To discourage participants from connecting the disgust

manipulation to the moral judgments, participants were next
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told that they would be starting a different study. They then

read and judged the moral scenarios. Afterward, they com-

pleted the PBC Scale, a posttest mood assessment, several indi-

vidual difference measures,2 and demographic information.

The pre- and posttest mood assessments were used as a manip-

ulation check.

Study 1 Measures

Materials for both studies are available in the Supplemental

Materials.

Mood. Participants described how much they were feeling an

emotion both before the mood manipulation and after rating the

moral scenarios on a 1 (don’t feel at all) to 10 (feel very

strongly) scale. The moods listed were relaxed, angry, happy,

sad, afraid, depressed, disgusted, upset, and confused. The dis-

gust item served as the manipulation check.

Scenarios. Six scenarios about moral violations were taken

from SHCJ. Three scenarios involved physically disgusting

violations (eating a dead dog, cannibalism, and masturbating

with a kitten) and three involved nondisgusting moral viola-

tions (e.g., stealing a wallet, lying on a resume, and killing

one person to save three). Participants were asked to judge

the morality of the actions on a 0 (perfectly okay) to 9

(extremely wrong) scale. Moral scenarios were combined

into two composites, one for physically disgusting scenarios

(M ¼ 7.98, SD ¼ 1.25, a ¼ .52) and one for morally dis-

gusting scenarios (M ¼ 6.16, SD ¼ 1.58, a ¼ .55).3 All

items were also combined to create a single variable indicat-

ing the severity of the participants’ total moral judgments

(M ¼ 7.07, SD ¼ 1.17, a ¼ .62).

PBC. Participants reported sensitivity to their internal bodily

states as measured by the PBC Scale (Miller et al., 1981). Par-

ticipants responded to the items on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 6

(strongly agree) scale. Higher scores indicated greater bodily

sensitivity (M ¼ 4.22, SD ¼ 0.74, a ¼ .60).

Differences between the current study and the original. Our sample

was drawn from a large university in the United States as

opposed to the University of Plymouth. There may be differ-

ences in political or moral conservatism between these samples

(see Schnall, 2014). Second, we included a writing activity in

the control condition, whereas SHCJ did not have control par-

ticipants complete any writing task. We chose to include a writ-

ing task for both groups to enhance our cover story and make

the conditions more comparable. Other studies that used writ-

ing task manipulations have also included similar control con-

ditions (e.g., Bodenhausen, Sheppard, & Kramer, 1994; Strack,

Schwarz, & Gschneidinger, 1985).

Study 1 Results

Manipulation Check

We tested whether participants’ disgust ratings were influenced

by the writing task. A 2 (time: pretest vs. posttest) � 2 (condi-

tion: disgust vs. control) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA)

showed effects of condition, F(1, 475) ¼ 4.40, p ¼ .036, and

time, F(1, 475) ¼ 102.72, p < .001, which were qualified by

a significant interaction, F(1, 475) ¼ 13.63, p < .001. Prior to

the manipulation, there were no differences between the dis-

gust (M ¼ 1.36, SD ¼ 0.99) and control (M ¼ 1.46, SD ¼
1.17) conditions, F(1, 476) ¼ 0.94, p ¼ .33, d ¼ 0.09, 95%
CI [�.09, .27]. After the manipulation, participants in the dis-

gust condition (M¼ 2.64, SD¼ 2.20) were more disgusted than

participants in the control condition (M ¼ 2.05, SD ¼ 1.82),

F(1, 475) ¼ 10.07, p ¼ .002, d ¼ 0.29, 95% CI [.11, .48].4

Thus, the manipulation of disgust was successful.

Main Analyses

We conducted a mixed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) test-

ing the effects of scenario type (physical vs. moral disgust) and

condition, with PBC as a covariate. We deviated from the

SHCJ analytic procedure by keeping PBC scores in their con-

tinuous metric (SHCJ used a median split). Many researchers

have demonstrated that dichotomizing continuous predictors

is problematic (e.g., Fitzsimons, 2008; Irwin & McClelland,

2003; MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002). How-

ever, median split analyses yielded the same conclusions.

To complement the frequentist analyses, a series of Baye-

sian ANCOVAs with model averaging (Hoeting, Madigan,

Raftrey, & Volinsky, 1999; Rouder, Morey, Verhagen, Swa-

gan, & Wagenmakers, in press) were conducted using JASP

(Love et al., 2015), and Bayes factors (BFs) are reported along-

side p values for the main analyses.5 For nonsignificant results,

BF01 are reported to quantify the extent to which the data favor

the null hypothesis relative to the alternative hypothesis. For

example, a BF01 of 10 suggests that, based on the observed

data, prior beliefs about an effect should shift 10 times toward

the null hypothesis relative to the alternative hypothesis

(regardless of the strength of the initial beliefs). For significant

results, BF10 are reported to quantify the evidence for the alter-

native hypothesis over the null. Based on the guidelines from

Etz and Vandekerckhove (2016), BFs between 1 and 3,

between 3 and 10, and larger than 10 are interpreted as ambig-

uous, moderate, and strong support, respectively.

Participants in the disgust condition did not rate the scenar-

ios more severely (M ¼ 7.09, SD ¼ 1.10) than those in the con-

trol condition (M ¼ 7.04, SD ¼ 1.22), F(1, 474) ¼ 0.04, p ¼
.84, d ¼ 0.04, 95% CI [�.14, .22], BF01 ¼ 10.4. The BF sug-

gests that these results provide strong support for the null

hypothesis over the alternative hypothesis. PBC also did not

moderate the effects of the disgust manipulation, F(1, 474) ¼
1.32, p¼ .25, BF01¼ 9.6. However, participants rated the phy-

sically disgusting scenarios as more wrong (M ¼ 7.98,

SD ¼ 1.25) than the morally disgusting scenarios (M ¼ 6.16,
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SD ¼ 1.58), F(1, 474) ¼ 603.78, p < .001, d ¼ 1.12, BF10 >

9999.0. We also found an unpredicted main effect of PBC;

participants more sensitive to their bodily states judged the

moral scenarios more harshly, F(1, 474) ¼ 11.68, p < .001,

rp ¼ .15, 95% CI [.06, .24], BF10 ¼ 19.1.

Study 1 Discussion

We did not duplicate the major findings from Experiment 3 of

SHCJ. Although the disgust manipulation increased self-

reported disgust, individuals in the disgust condition did not

rate the moral scenarios more harshly. From a Bayesian per-

spective, the data provided strong support for a null effect of

disgust relative to the alternative hypothesis. Similarly, we

found no evidence for the hypothesized interaction between

PBC and disgust, and the data favored the null 9.6 times over

the alternative. Individuals high in PBC did not rate moral sce-

narios more harshly when they were asked to recall a disgusting

experience than when they completed a control writing task.

This result is noteworthy, given that we had a sample size over

6 times larger than the original study (478 vs. 69). Thus, there

was no evidence that PBC is a reliable moderator of the impact

of induced disgust on moral judgments in the current experi-

mental design.

Following Study 1, we received feedback from the original

authors (Schnall, Haidt, Clore, & Jordan, in a signed review).

They suggested that asking questions about mood prior to the

disgust manipulation might have made disgust accessible and

attenuated its effects on moral judgments (Schnall et al.,

2015). Additionally, SHCJ mentioned that our modified control

condition (in which participants described their day) might

have increased variability in mood, attenuating any effects of

disgust. However, the latter idea was not supported by the data.

The disgust group showed more variability in postmanipulation

disgust (SD ¼ 2.20) than the control group (SD ¼ 1.82), as

measured by Levene’s test, F(1, 476) ¼ 15.53, p < .001.

To address these issues, we conducted a preregistered study

with two different samples (Michigan undergraduates and

Texas undergraduates).6 Although we invited the original

authors to assist in experimental design and data collection,

they declined because of prior commitments (S. Schnall, per-

sonal communication, November 8, 2014). Nonetheless, to

address their concerns, we changed several aspects of our

experimental design to improve its internal validity. Specifi-

cally, we randomly assigned participants to complete or not

complete mood questions prior to the disgust manipulation.

This allowed us to test whether exposure to a pretest mood

questionnaire undercut the disgust manipulation. We also elim-

inated the writing activity in the control condition.

In addition, we strengthened the disgust manipulation to

increase our power to detect its effects. Whereas in Study 1

we recreated the writing manipulation from SHCJ as closely

as possible, in Study 2 we used a disgust manipulation that pro-

duced a strong manipulation check result, t(116) ¼ 11.20,

d¼ 2.08, with an online sample (Winterich, Mittal, & Morales,

2014). In this method, participants list three to five things that

make them feel physically disgusted and then describe the most

disgusting thing as vividly as possible. We also used mood

questions from Winterich, Mittal, and Morales (2014), as these

questions focused more specifically on disgust.

Study 2: Preregistered Experiment

Participants

Undergraduates from a Michigan (n ¼ 496) and Texas univer-

sity (n ¼ 538) completed the study for course credit. We

planned to collect 500 participants per sample to maximize sta-

tistical power. Participants were excluded via the same method

as Study 1 if they did not write about a physically disgusting

event in the disgust condition (total n ¼ 48). Participants were

randomly assigned to complete a mood pretest (or not) before

the disgust manipulation and write about a series of disgusting

events (or not), generating a 2 � 2 design. Table 1 lists demo-

graphic information for both samples.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to Study 1 except for three

changes. First, participants completed the study online. Second,

participants were randomly assigned to complete (or not) a

series of pretest mood questions. Finally, participants in the dis-

gust condition completed the Winterich et al. (2014) writing

task, whereas participants in the control condition did not com-

plete any writing task.

Study 2 Measures

With the exception of the mood items, measures were identical

to those presented in Study 1. Table 2 lists the reliabilities of all

measures by sample.

Mood. Participants were asked to rate how much they felt each

mood on a 1 (don’t feel at all) to 10 (feel very strongly) scale.

They rated the extent to which they felt angry, annoyed, dirty,

disgusted, frustrated, good, gross, guilty, happy, negative, pos-

itive, sad, and unclean (Winterich et al., 2014). Following Win-

terich et al., we combined disgust-related words (dirty,

Table 1. Demographic Information for Samples From Study 2.

Variables Michigan Sample Texas Sample

Age (SD) 19.8 (2.2) 19.0 (1.7)
Female (%) 61.6 74.1
White (%) 68.2 67.0
Total N 425 509
No mood, n 216 259
Pre mood, n 209 250
Control, n 236 287
Disgust, n 189 222

Note. Demographic information is reported for participants not removed
from analyses.
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disgusted, gross, and unclean) into pre- and postmanipulation

composites.

Results

Because the samples in Study 2 used the same method and we

expected small effect sizes (Landy & Goodwin, 2015a), we

pooled data across the samples to increase statistical power.7

This resulted in a sample of 986 participants. However, only

934 of those participants completed all measures (i.e., the

moral scenarios, PBC Scale, and mood assessment items), lim-

iting our final sample to 934. Assuming an effect size of Zp
2 ¼

.07 (SHCJ, p. 1103), the current study achieved 99.99% power

with 475 participants in the no mood pretest condition (where

the effects of disgust should be strongest). For analytic simpli-

city, we examined the composite score of all moral scenarios

because a preliminary analysis showed no interaction between

scenario type (physical or moral) and disgust. This result is

consistent with SHCJ, who also did not find interactions

between scenario type and disgust manipulation.

Manipulation Check

A 2 (pretest vs. posttest disgust)� 2 (disgust vs. control) mixed

ANOVA showed only a main effect of time, F(1, 457)¼ 97.03,

p < .001, which was qualified by a significant interaction

between time and condition, F(1, 457) ¼ 7.76, p ¼ .006. Prior

to the manipulation, there were no differences between the dis-

gust (M ¼ 1.96, SD¼ 1.54) and control (M ¼ 1.94, SD ¼ 1.41)

conditions, F(1, 457) ¼ 0.02, p¼ .89, d ¼ 0.01, 95% CI [�.17,

.21]. After completing the experiment, participants in the dis-

gust condition (M¼ 2.85, SD¼ 2.12) were more disgusted than

participants in the control condition (M ¼ 2.44, SD ¼ 1.83),

F(1, 457) ¼ 5.00, p ¼ .026, d ¼ 0.21, 95% CI [.02, .39]. Thus,

the manipulation of disgust was successful.

Main Analyses

A three-way ANCOVA was conducted to test the effects of

mood pretest and disgust manipulations, with PBC and all

two-way and three-way interactions as predictors. A series of

Bayesian ANCOVAs with model averaging were also

conducted to complement the frequentist approach. Partici-

pants in the disgust condition did not rate the scenarios more

severely (M ¼ 7.08, SD ¼ 1.27) than those in the control con-

dition (M ¼ 7.02, SD ¼ 1.28), F(1, 926) ¼ 0.48, p ¼ .48,

d ¼ 0.05, 95% CI [�.08, .18], BF01 ¼ 25.0. PBC also did not

moderate the effects of the disgust manipulation, F(1, 926) ¼
2.66, p ¼ .10, BF01 ¼ 20.0. Consistent with Study 1, the data

strongly favored the null relative to the alternative for the main

effect of disgust and the interaction between disgust and PBC.

It is possible that asking about mood prior to the disgust

manipulation attenuated the main effect of disgust. However,

the predicted two-way interaction between disgust and mood

conditions was not significant, F(1, 926) ¼ 3.30, p ¼ .070,

BF01 ¼ 125 (although the interaction was in the predicted

direction). Again, it is possible that the moderating effects of

mood accessibility on the disgust manipulation might only hold

for participants are sensitive to their internal bodily states

(i.e., a three-way interaction between participant mood pretest,

disgust manipulation, and PBC). This interaction was signifi-

cant, but ran counter to predictions; participants low in PBC

showed an interaction between disgust manipulation and mood

pretest, F(1, 926) ¼ 5.58, p ¼ .018, BF10 ¼ 0.006. Further-

more, data favored the null hypothesis of no three-way interac-

tion 100 times over the alternative hypothesis (a BF10 of 0.006

is equivalent to a BF01 of 166.7, indicating strong support for

the null hypothesis). Finally, we replicated the main effect of

PBC; participants more sensitive to their bodily states judged

the moral scenarios more harshly, F(1, 926) ¼ 18.72,

p < .001, rp ¼ .14, 95% CI [.08, .20], BF10 ¼ 1652.0. All other

main effects and interactions were nonsignificant.

Study 2 Discussion

Although Study 2 was conducted in response to criticisms of

the internal validity of Study 1, we found little reason to reeval-

uate our interpretation of Study 1. The data strongly supported

the null hypothesis that the disgust manipulation did not impact

the severity of moral judgments and that this effect was not

moderated by sensitivity to internal bodily sensations.

One possibility for the null results in Study 1 was that we

made mood accessible by asking pretest mood questions. How-

ever, we explicitly manipulated this in Study 2. Despite this

change, we found no evidence that the effects of induced dis-

gust varied as a function of the accessibility of mood. The inter-

action between induced disgust and the mood pretest was not

significant at the conventional a level, and the data showed

support for the null hypothesis over the alternative hypothesis

from a Bayesian perspective. We note that some readers may

want to interpret the two-way interaction close to the a cutoff

of .05. However, we caution against this because with such

large samples (and thus, high power), p values close to .05 at

best provide only weak support for the alternative hypothesis

(Simonsohn, Nelson, & Simmons, 2014), if not actually more

support for the null hypothesis. This is because when the null

hypothesis is false, the distribution of p values will be posi-

tively skewed; this skew should increase as power increases.

Table 2. Scale Reliabilities for All Samples in Study 2.

Michigan Texas

Variables a M SD a M SD

Disgust T1 .89 2.07 1.53 .85 1.85 1.40
Disgust T2 .88 2.60 1.92 .88 2.44 1.83
Physical .64 7.56 1.58 .47 8.08 1.21
Moral .56 5.88 1.75 .41 6.56 1.40
Composite .71 6.72 1.42 .56 7.32 1.06
PBC .74 4.15 0.84 .61 4.20 0.75

Note. Physical¼ physically disgusting scenarios; Moral¼morally disgusting sce-
narios; Composite ¼ all disgusting scenarios; PBC ¼ private body
conscientiousness.
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Thus, values of .025 < p < .05 should be much less common

than values of p < .025 when the studied effect is true. In short,

the reported p values are consistent with the large BF in support

of the null over the alternative hypothesis.

Furthermore, we also found a significant three-way interac-

tion between induced disgust, mood accessibility, and PBC.

Counter to the predictions from the social intuitionist model,

for participants who did not complete the mood items, inducing

disgust increased the severity of their moral judgments if they

were low in PBC. In addition, the BF analyses revealed the data

actually provided strong evidence for the null model over the

alternative model. In sum, we found no evidence (in the pre-

dicted direction) of a main effect of induced disgust or for the

moderating role of PBC or mood accessibility.

General Discussion

Across two studies with over 1,400 participants, both frequen-

tist and Bayesian approaches converged to show that written

disgust manipulations did not impact moral judgments, nor was

this effect moderated by individual differences in sensitivity to

internal bodily sensations. The Bayesian approach suggests

that current results provided strong support for these null

effects relative to the alternative hypotheses and that beliefs

about these effects should shift about 10–20 times toward the

null relative to the alternative hypotheses. In short, there is little

evidence that PBC is a reliable moderator of disgust manipula-

tions, at least using the procedures in this report. In addition,

there was only weak evidence (from a frequentist perspective)

that including a mood pretest attenuated the effectiveness of

disgust manipulations. However, this conclusion was strongly

refuted by Bayesian analyses.

In Study 1, we mimicked the original procedures from

SHCJ, including administering a mood pretest. However, this

procedure has been criticized over concerns that drawing atten-

tion to mood might attenuate the misattribution effects of dis-

gust on moral judgments (Schnall et al., 2015). We tested

this notion in Study 2 and found that neither the effect of dis-

gust on moral judgments nor the moderating role of PBC

depended on the presence of a mood pretest at the conventional

p < .05 threshold. With a stronger mood accessibility manipu-

lation (e.g., having participants complete mood items directly

before making moral judgments), this difference may have

been robust. Given this possibility, the most liberal tests of the

effects of induced disgust should eschew pretest mood mea-

sures in future studies.

Future Directions

One result that is strikingly clear from these studies is that the

connection between disgust and moral severity was in no way

moderated by PBC. It is possible that sensitivity to internal

bodily sensations might moderate the effects of disgust manip-

ulations, but that PBC is a poor indicator of this construct.

Given low reliability in the measure (a ranges from .60 to

.80), this possibility cannot be ruled out. Future work testing

this possibility should use more reliable measures that better

capture this construct.

Recent work on the evolved functions of disgust may also

illuminate why it has little impact on moral judgment. Tybur,

Lieberman, Kurzban, and DeScioli (2013) propose that disgust

is produced by three independent systems built to avoid patho-

gens, avoid individuals with poor genetic compatibility, and to

communicate reactions to immoral behaviors. Feelings of dis-

gust are the output from the former two systems, but those feel-

ings are just one input of many to the moral disgust system.

Thus, it is unlikely that disgust would have a substantial influ-

ence on moral judgments. Rather, the communication function

of moral disgust suggests that other individual differences

might better predict judgment severity (e.g., the degree to

which a person is willing to commit certain moral violations).

Work from this functional perspective strikes us as a productive

direction for future research.

Conclusion

There is an ongoing controversy about the impact of induced

disgust on moral judgments. Our work suggests it is difficult

to find support for moderators of this effect using one specific

paradigm even with sample sizes larger than what typically

characterize this literature (the largest sample size in Landy

& Goodwin, 2015a was 375 and the average was approxi-

mately 100). Thus, the basic conclusions of Landy and Good-

win (2015a) remain unchanged.

We do not suggest that this work should be the last word on

the association between disgust and moral judgment. However,

we stress that researchers should carefully consider the benefits

of investigating questions in this domain with the costs associ-

ated with recruiting the extremely large samples necessary to

have the power to detect these seemingly subtle effects.
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Notes

1. We describe this manipulation as inducing ‘‘disgust’’ based on the

social intuitionist literature. Although we excluded responses that

primarily focused on moral disgust (vs. ‘‘core’’ physical disgust),

the effects of the manipulation may be due to a transfer across
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moral events. However, this process would make it easier to find

evidence for induction, making our test liberal.

2. We also tested whether other individual differences might moder-

ate the effects of disgust on moral judgment: gender, the trait of

Honesty–Humility, political conservatism, and Need for Cognition.

Most of these factors were correlated with moral judgment but

none interacted with induced disgust. These analyses are described

in the Supplemental Materials.

3. Although the reliability of these scales was low we created compo-

sites to be consistent with Schnall, Haidt, Clore, and Jordan (2008).

Analyses on the individual scenarios are presented in the Supple-

mental Materials; these lead to largely the same conclusions.

4. In both Studies 1 and 2, participants in the control condition report

significantly more disgust posttest (than pretest). Merely reading

the moral scenarios may have induced disgust as three scenarios

involved physical disgusting content by design.

5. Details about this procedure, including the models run for Studies 1

and 2, are included in the Supplemental Materials.

6. The preregistration for the Michigan sample can be found at osf.io/

mwgvj/. The preregistration for the Texas sample can be found at

osf.io/brn59/.

7. We intended to include a third study with Mechanical Turk work-

ers, but this sample suffered from high levels of attrition. Analyses

on this sample and the separate Michigan and Texas samples are in

the Supplemental Materials. These individual analyses largely lead

to the same substantive conclusions as the combined sample.
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